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Abstract. Project construction is one of the most important economic activities. How to disposal 
construction waste is an urgent issue in the management of city. The traditional method is simple 
landfill, not only occupy the land, causing environmental pollution, but also waste a lot of resources 
which can be rational recycling. In this paper, considering the establishment of a reasonable reverse 
logistics network for construction waste to achieve the recycling, minimize the total cost such as 
network facilities investment, operation cost, transportation cost and other related costs. 

Introduction 
Construction waste refers to dregs, concrete block, a small amount of steel, wood and other wastes 
generated in the process of construction, is a kind of recyclable resources [1-2]. The implementation 
of recycling requires appropriate logistics network support, including the number and position of 
facilities such as recycling center, detection processing center, distribution center, building 
materials suppliers etc. Rational design of recycling network, determines the effectiveness of 
waste recycling. This paper considers construction of reverse logistics based on the existing 
building materials logistics network, and through an example to verify the feasibility and 
effectiveness of the model. 

Description of the Problem 
Suppose there is a construction waste reverse network, including waste recycling center, detection 
processing center, regenerative machining center three kinds of logistics facilities. After recycling 
center classification, construction waste inspected qualified in the detection processing center can 
directly be shipped to distribution center to sales; waste detection renewable can be shipped to 
regenerative machining center for further processing; unqualified will be waste disposal [3][4]. 
Flow chart of reverse recycling network as shown in Fig. 1. 

In the construction of waste reverse logistics network based on existing building materials 
logistics network, the original building materials suppliers (or distribution center)  can be  used as 
regenerative machining center  (or recycling center), or you can create some new. 

 
Fig.1. Flow chart of reverse recycling network 
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Model Establishment 
The Model Assumptions.(1)The cost of transportation and traffic volume between 

facilities are a linear relationship, correlation processing costs about recycling center, detection 
processing center and regenerative machining center are a linear function of the amount of 
processing. 

(2)Waste recycling, the facilities processing capacity, infrastructure investment costs, unit 
operation variable costs, recycling classification and detection processing costs, as well as 
transportation cost between facilities and the disposal cost is determined. 

(3)Because the operation variable cost relates to the facilities, so introduce an index of θ（0<θ≤1）, 
to consider the scale economy of facilities. 

(4)Construction waste inspection qualified can directly be shipped to distribution center to sales; 
waste detection renewable can be shipped to regenerative Machining center to process; unqualified 
will be waste disposal, waste disposal rate is µ. 

(5)Considering material loss during transportation, thereby introduce the material loss factor α, 
pay the cost per unit of material loss is indicated by Cc. 

(6)The recycling center and detection processing center exists absorption rate of construction 
waste, respectively represented by the factor r1 and r2. 

(7)Alternative address about recycling center, detection processing center or regenerative 
machining center is known. 

(8)The new regenerative machining center or expansion building materials suppliers are willing 
to accept the recycled materials as much as possible. 

The Mathematical Model. Model Symbol. H represents a collection of construction sites, h in H; 
I represents a collection of recycling center (or expansion distribution center) , i in I; J represents a 
collection of detection processing center, j in J; K represents a collection of regenerative 
machining center (or expansion building materials suppliers), k in K. 

The Parameters In The Model. Ah represents the recycling amount of construction waste; 
MAX-Ui represents the maximum recycling amount of new recycling center or expansion 
distribution center i; MAX-Vj represents the maximum treatment capacity of new detection 
processing center j; MIN-Wk represents the minimum processing ability on construction waste of 
new regenerative machining center or extension of building materials supplier k; TChi represents the 
unit cost of transportation from construction sites h to recycling center i; TCij represents the unit 
cost of transportation from i to detection processing center j; TCjk represents the unit cost of 
transportation from j to regenerative machining center k; Ci represents the infrastructure 
investment costs of recycling center i; Cj represents the infrastructure investment costs of detection 
processing center j; Ck represents the infrastructure investment costs of regenerative 
machining center k; OCi represents the unit processing costs of recycling center i; OCj represents 
the unit testing costs of detection processing center j; LCj represents the unit disposal costs of 
detection processing center j; OCk represents the unit cost of further processing of detection 
processing center j; Vi represents the Coefficient of unit cost changes of recycling center i; Vj 
represents the Coefficient of unit cost changes of detection processing center j; Vk represents the 
Coefficient of unit cost changes of regenerative machining center k; Cc represents per unit material 
loss for the cost; N1,N2,N3 represent the maximum number of establishing recycling center, 
detection processing center and regenerative machining center respectively; r1 represents the 
construction waste absorption rate of recycling center; r2 represents the construction waste 
absorption rate of detection processing center. 

The Decision Variables. Mhi represents the number of waste from construction sites h to 
recycling center i; Xij represents the number of waste from recycling center i to detection 
processing center j; Yjk represents the number of waste from detection processing center j to 
regenerative machining center k; Zji represents the number of waste from detection 
processing center j to distribution center i; Pi represents the turnover of construction waste in the 
new recycling center i or expansion distribution center i; Qj represents the turnover of construction 
waste in the new detection processing center j; Rk represents the turnover of construction waste in 
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the new regenerative machining center k or expansion building material suppliers k; Di is a 0~1 
variable, indicating whether the establishment of a recycling center in the i, is 1, otherwise 0; Ej is 
a 0~1 variable, indicating whether the establishment of a detection processing center in the j, is 1, 
otherwise 0; Fk is a 0~1 variable, indicating whether the establishment of a regenerative 
machining center in the k, is 1, otherwise 0; 

 The Objective Function. 
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In the model, the objective function (1) expressed the minimum total cost of transportation cost 

between facilities, construction waste treatment cost, fixed investment cost, operation variable costs, 
waste disposal cost and material loss cost. Type (2) to type (4) is the flow balance constraints, type 
(5) to type (7) is the facilities processing capacity constraints, type (8) to type (10) represents the 
circulation and handling capacity of each node is equal, type (11) to type (13) is the new facilities 
quantitative restrictions. The above problem is a capacitated network location problem, whose 
model is a mixed integer programming model (MILP), can be solved by using the software Lingo. 

Simulation Examples 
There are 6 construction engineering buildings, 5 alternative locations of recycling center in a 
region, where I1,  I2 can be considered to expand original distribution center; I3,  I4,  I5 is a new 
candidate site; 3 alternative locations of detection processing center, J1,  J2 and J3; 4 alternatives of 
regenerative machining center in which K1,  K2 construction material supplier,  K3,  K4 is a new 
candidate site. The material loss factor α=0.05, the cost per unit of material loss Cc=10, absorption 
rate of recycling center r1=80%, absorption rate of detection processing center r2=60%, waste 
disposal rate µ=0.2, index θ=0.6. Other relevant data as Table 1~10 shown.  

Using Lingo software to solve the above data, the results are shown in Fig.2. The minimum total 
cost is 626075; establish recycling center in the candidate I1,  I2,  I5; detection processing center in 
J2,  J3; regenerative machining center in the candidate K1, K2. 
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Table.1 The amount of construction waste recycling of construction sites 

The amount of construction 
waste recycling 

Construction sites 
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 

Ah 115 150 140 69 50 50 
Table.2 The recycling amount of recycling center 

Recycling amount Recycling center 
I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 

MAX-Ui 130 140 175 190 168 
Table.3 The processing ability of detection processing center 

Treatment 
capacity 

Detection processing center 
J1 J2 J3 

MAX-V j 180 190 170 
Table 4 The processing ability of regenerative machining center 

Processing 
ability 

Regenerative machining center 
K1 K2 K3 K4 

MIN-Wk 50 60 45 30 
Table.5 The unit transport costs from construction sites to recycling center 

Recycling 
center 

Construction sites 
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 

I1 5 10 8 12 20 9 
I2 10 5 6 4 32 16 
I3 18 12 24 8 6 15 
I4 6 16 11 14 12 8 
I5 30 25 20 14 16 6 

Table.6 The unit transport costs from recycling center to detection processing center 
Detection 

processing center 
Recycling center 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 
J1 15 8 6 12 10 
J2 10 10 8 14 18 
J3 12 14 20 16 8 

Table.7 The unit transport costs from detection processing center to regenerative machining center 
Regenerative 

machining center 
Detection processing center 

J1 J2 J3 
K1 16 12 20 
K2 8 14 9 
K3 20 14 8 
K4 4 10 14 

Table.8 Other costs related to recycling center 

Cost Recycling center 
I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 

C i 12000 20000 120000 150000 100000 
OC i 6 8 10 5 10 
V i 18 20 11 12 16 

Table.9 Other costs related to detection processing center 

Cost Detection processing center 
J1 J2 J3 

C j 320000 210000 240000 
OC j 5 6 8 
V i 15 10 20 

LC j 12 15 24 
Table.10  Other costs related to regenerative machining center 

Cost Regenerative machining center 
K1 K2 K3 K4 

Ck 15000 12000 120000 150000 
OCk 20 15 8 6 
Vk 12 15 7 10 
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Fig.2. The simulation calculation results 

Conclusion 
This paper constructed a reverse recycling network based on the original building materials logistics. 
The network relates to three facilities about recycling center, detection processing center and 
regenerative machining center, considered the fixed investment cost, variable operating costs, unit 
cost of processing and transport cost, proposed a mixed integer programming model (MILP), and 
given specific examples and simulation method, realized the goal of minimum total cost. 

However, because the construction waste reverse logistics involves a wide range, complicated 
influence factors and has the characteristics of randomness, therefore, in the planning of the actual 
problem, besides considering the principle of the lowest cost, should also consider environmental 
factors and other special requirements, further research also can consider to solve the uncertainty 
problem of construction waste reverse recycling. 
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